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Introduction

Within aesthetics, the sublime is defined as a quality of greatness beyond calculation, measurement or imitation. It is both awe-inspiring and fear-
inducing in its incomprehensible vastness.

The sublime is the name given to that which we cannot account for; it is the contemplation of infinity, it is transcendence, it is otherness.

Despite being rooted in the grandeur of traditional European arts and literature, the sublime still ‘has strong relevance to existing cultural 
development’ (Christina Mullan). Departing from the monumental physicality with which the sublime is often associated, Sum explores the 
complex psychologies of sublimity through performance, materiality and subtle technological application.

‘The sublime is not only the awe-inspiring, it also informs the mind as to its ability’. (Christina Mullan)

The exhibition is composed of work by six emerging artists, including sculpture, installation, painting, collage, sound recording, video and pho-
tography (as performance documentation); it engages with themes of meditation, the Ego, scale, human endeavour, failure and our engagement 
with the natural environment. 

Within their work, the exhibiting artists are linked through performative, time-based and transformative qualities. This exhibition seeks to find the 
tranquil plains of contemporary culture, through small, simple gestures and appraisals of the vast natural world.  



Context

Typically speaking, traditional notions of the sublime were conveyed through representations of vast, awe-inspiring landscapes of palpable mag-
nitude: ferocious volcanoes, relentless storms and untameable seas. The merciless power of Nature was shrouded in the mystique of the un-
known and the unpredictable, undulating with a divine omnipresence, and set against the sometimes-heroic yet ultimately vulnerable image of 
mankind. 

As our understanding of the natural world evolved through scientific discovery, so too did engagement with the sublime. Artists and writers of late 
have often turned to technology, government and capitalism as the new, unknown face of the sublimity, destructive and ‘terrifying in its vastness’ 
(Thomas McEvilley). Contemporary sub-genres have also emerged, including the ‘techo-sublime’, the ‘industrial sublime’ and the ‘suburban sub-
lime’ to name but a few; the term has become central within culture and is becoming increasingly broader in definition, and in fact might reveal a 
deep cultural need for ‘otherness’. 

It has been explored by numerous artistic figures of the modern art world. Primary examples include Anish Kapoor with his monumental and 
deeply symbolic sculptural work, with an industrial presence, and photographer Andreas Gursky who captures mesmerizing patterns of contem-
porary human activity on a global scale. 

The sublime also expands into contemporary psychedelic art, in which understanding and structure of the visual world around us falls apart; even 
some computer games convey the sublime through the poetic enormity of alternate worlds, shrouded in total destruction. Sci-fi delves into the 
absolute depths of space bending our perception of time and language, where logic shrinks and ‘the highest prime number coalesces quietly in 
the corner’ (Douglas Adams). 

The proposed exhibition searches for the profundity of the sublime in the subtle nuances of the everyday, delving into the poetic, the absurd and 
the unknown. 

‘The sublime crosses the boarders between certainty and uncertainty, security and destruction’. (Francis Reynolds).



Artists

Hannah Ball

George Bills 

Andy Walders

Jody Hamblin

Hannah Dance

Ollie Adams

All works listed on the following pages are to be included in the exhibition, unless stated otherwise. New work is also currently in progress. There 
might also be the potential for live performance work.

Practical requirements – electrical points for two projectors/tvs, a speaker system, a neon sign, installation lighting and speaker system. 

All work to be displayed on walls, plinths, or directly on the floor.



Hannah Ball

Hannah’s multimedia practice explores the strength of elemental forces and examines our relationship to the natural world. Through 
performance, sculpture, installation and film, her work examines transformative material energies, alongside collaborative projects with 
dancers, synchronised swimmers and other creative practitioners

Water is often a central focal point to Hannah’s work. Reinforced through her passion for sailing, a poetic dialogue of oceanic strength often 
emanates from her work – installations with dinghy sails, a concrete buoy with a helium balloon attached, a ceramic vessel containing the 
crystalline residue from evaporated salt water; Hannah’s work harnesses the 
physicality of the world around us and presents its transformative potential as a
time-based performance.

Tearduct ; ceramic vessel, salt crystal resitude (from evapourated 
salt water). Inclusion in exhibition to be confirmed.

Untitled; cast concrete and helium balloon. 
Inclusion in exhibition to be confirmed.

Hannah will be making new work for this proposed exhibition, existing as sculpture/
installation.



Hannah Ball

Photographic documentation of installation and on-going experimental performance work



George Bills 

The Wilson Project 
Video, duration 38 minutes.
In 2012 George embarked on a journey comparable to the ambition of the German Romantics. The Wilson Project was named after the film 
Castaway, in which Tom Hanks becomes deserted on a tropical island. In his loneliness, he befriends a washed-up volley ball, naming him 
Wilson. Upon trying to escape from the island on a raft, Wilson is tragically knocked overboard and is lost at sea. Tom Hank’s devastation is 
humorous yet simultaneously tragic in his desperation.   
George built his own raft in his Bournemouth studio out of ordinary, domestic objects, including plastic drain pines, large water containers and 
tarpaulin, held together with rope and twine. With built-in wheels, George dragged the craft down to the sea-front, set the craft afloat, and drifted 
out towards the horizon. 

The Wilson Project highlights the humorous absurdity and desperation of the modern age through escapism, poetic endeavour, failure and vul-
nerability. At its core, The Wilson Project is deeply human.  

The Wilson Project ; Video, duration 38 mins 



The Wilson Project ; video stills, duration 38 mins 

George Bills



Andy Walders 

Andy’s research explores links between performance art, spatial sculpture, subjective experience and self-transcendence. 

Sum
Video, duration 10 minutes (edited)  
Sum is a site-specific performance set within a vicarage garden, in which Andy meditated for two hours in a hole dug precisely to fit the dimen-
sions of his body, positioned in the foetal position. Suggesting circular patterns of existence, Sum can be read as reference to both life and death, 
both born from the earth and returning to it. Within this domestic and religious context there is a sense of protection and order, sheltered within 
the boundaries of a brick wall. The sound of busy traffic roars in the background like a river. It is peaceful yet tinged with sadness; it is seemingly 
gentle yet an intense test of endurance.  
 
 As an additional contribution, Andy will be presenting a peice of creative writing about this performance.

Sum ; Video, duration 12 mins (edited) Ego ; neon sign, 30 x 40 cm



Andy Walders

Sum ; photographic documentation of performance Sum ; photographic documentation of performance 



Jody Hamblin

Jody’s work has an ‘almost functional’ quality about it. You could use it, if you could figure out how. The logic is backwards; part magic, part sci-
ence, mostly art. The display seems clean, straightforward, but it encourages noise over clarity. Repetition and seriality define the practice, imbu-
ing it with a ritualistic quality, suggesting force, whilst simultaneously eroding its legitimacy, exposing a veiled, failed attempt at transcendence, 
an act towards becoming. Jody’s work has a meditative sensitivity towards the materials at hand, highlighting a natural elegance, almost as if this 
were transcendent in itself.

Jody’s latest work focuses on 3D printing. The exhibition will include his new small sculptural objects, suitable either for wall mounting or for dis-
play on plinths. He is also working on the idea of live ‘3D printing’, as an extension of the performance element of the exhibition. 

Tesselate ; 3D printed PLA, water, dye, 20 x 6 x 13 cm Span; plaster, plasticine, glass, foam-backed silver plastic, cocktail 
stick, food dye, 15 x 25 x 25 cm 



Jody Hamblin

Eyes ; 3D printed PLA and mirror, 20 x 20 cm Door ; acrylic and spray paint on craft paper, 25 x 18 cm 



Hannah Dance

Hannah’s practice is an exploration of decorative patterning and floral-based motifs. She deconstructs/reconstructs found textiles and printed 
imagery through paint and collage, and synthesised through 3D modelling. There is a ritualistic quality to Hannah’s practice; through an examina-
tion of floral patterning she reveals undulating cultural obsessions with nature, permeating throughout history. She often experiments with found 
pattern, restructuring into a fractured abstraction. 

Alongside these works, the exhibition will include Hannah’s latest experimentation with 3D Computer Aided Design prototypes. The proposed 
work includes a 3D GIF animation (or to be displayed as a series of prints), alongside physical wall-based collages and relief carvings.

Within the context of this exhibition, her work explores the veil of structure, control and familiarity that we impose on our everyday lives through 
patterns of repetition. Hannah’s work deconstructs the psychological shelter of domestic boundaries.

Studio installation, painting and collage, dimensions variable   Collage ; paper, 30 x 30 cm 



Hannah Dance 

Works in progress: carved plaster, 20 x 20 cm; still for 3D GIF animationCollage, 10 x 10 cm



Ollie Adams

Ollie’s practice explores the physical properties of wood, and the psychological significance of its materiality, through notions of destruction and 
transformation.

Sawdust; photographic documentation of performance Ash ; sound installation (12 mins), wood 

Sawdust
Video stills. 
A performative experimentation with the ephemerality of sawdust (video stills, 
new photographic series to be produced for exhibition). Ollie also plans to exhibit 
physical sawdust sculptures, yet to be made.

Ash
Sound installation, duration 12 mins: 
Sound recording of wood drying out and cracking, amplifying the microscopic sounds of fibres being ripped apart. It is induced self-destruction. 
The resulting sound is like a fizzing, pooping crackle, and play with our perceptions of time and scale. Largely unedited, this piece holds a lot of 
unpredictability, despite the controlled nature of the recording


